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Why do Demos?
Learning or Entertainment

- Demos show cool physics
- Demos spark interest, make physics phun
- Students learn through demos
- We enjoy performing them
Demos and Learning

- Our reason for performing demonstrations will be apparent in the way we do it.
- If we hope to improve learning with demonstrations, we need to do it in a way that takes into account how people learn.
How do we view students?

- Students are like horses led to water
- Students are like potential donors we want to impress
- Students are like politicians we don’t trust but need on our side
- Students are like lazy consumers paying as little for things as they can get away with
- Students are future colleagues, policymakers, and our kids’ teachers that need the best preparation for life and career that we can give
How People Learn – Prior Knowledge

- Importance of Prior Knowledge

  Prior Knowledge is composed of neural synapse networks in the brain – physical structures. We as teachers can only help students change them under special conditions and they may block new learning. ¹
How People Learn – Social Moderation

- People learn in socially-moderated settings. The social dynamics of motivation, peer interactions, and culture play a non-negligible role.
How People Learn - Epistemology

- What we as teachers, they as students, and the larger society think it means to learn, what counts as learning, and how we tell if learning has occurred affects how we learn.
How People Learn - Metacognition

- Opportunities to reflect on our thinking are crucially important in learning. Looking at not just what we learned, but how we learned it, what we were thinking about, how we felt about it, and where we were mentally compared to where we are – all help us ‘learn’ better.²
Previous Work - IUPP

- Di Stefano – 1996 – Students liked it, rated it highly in helping their learning, but had a hard time remembering what is was they were supposed to have learned from it. (also note the references in this paper to TPT articles going back to 1981) ³
Previous Work – Roth et al.

- Roth et al. (1996) – Students may fail to learn from demonstrations if they have insufficient existing frameworks in which to situate their observations, if distractions from different aspects of the demonstration conflict, or if they lack opportunities to discuss what they ‘saw’ and what it meant. ⁴
Previous Work - Tutorials

- Krauss (1997) – Students were learning from demonstrations (specifically looked at the monkey shooter) but not what we thought we were teaching. Demonstrations sparked interest, but not necessarily understanding. 5
Previous Work – Crouch et al.

- Crouch, Fagan, Callan & Mazur (2004) – Without the opportunity to predict and discuss the demonstration’s outcome, students having seen the demo had no better understanding of it than those who never saw it. 

Fig. 1. Improvement in rate $R$ of correct outcomes (light gray) and explanations (dark gray) for each mode over the no demonstration (control) group, normalized to the rate for the control group. (from ref. 6)
Previous Work - ILDs

- Sokoloff and Thornton (1997-present) – Using a learning cycle-type pre-lab and MBL experiments students predict and observe demonstrations in a PER-based environment, showing dramatic improvement in student attitudes and understanding. 7
Recommendations

1. Think about what you want the students to get out of the demo. If all you really want is to have fun with it, fine, but make sure that’s clear from the start.
2. Practice it beforehand.
3. Set it up and make the transition from explanation to demo seamless.
4. Make sure (as appropriate) that the students understand the equipment and set-up, and discuss it with them/each other.
5. Make students commit to a prediction and discuss their observations with each other afterward.
6. Discuss analogous situations and applications in which the observed outcome might/might not change. Departures (friction, air resistance) from simplistic explanations can add richness to the experience.
7. Take advantage of opportunities to learn from master demonstration experts, be enthusiastic and have Phun!


